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light-water reactor vessel for use
in its fleet of.GBH is an award-
winning international group of

independent design firms working
with clients in every sector of the
built environment and across a

range of scales. We create
designs that are bold and striking,

celebrating the functionality of
structure and the human

presence of the built
environment. Method-based

design GBH works in a method-
based approach and our process
begins with the client. We listen
and talk to you about what you’d
like to achieve, what you don’t
have time to get involved in but
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need something that is attractive
and makes sense – and once we
have a sense of your goals and

aspirations we take away what’s
important to you as a client and

leave the rest to us. Working with
scale GBH designs for clients

across all scales – from a million-
square-foot super-tall skyscraper

to a few dozen homes to an
individual affordable housing

project. We understand the right
scale for a building will depend on

the desired 50b96ab0b6
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How do i delete a resource from a friendfeed

fragment I am trying to delete a resource from a
facebook friends feed fragment. I have a context
menu setup to load a list of resources from the

friends feed but I can not seem to remove items
that are already in the friends feed. Currently I am
using the following code to get the data and add

them to a list of FriendsResources.
getReadQueries() { return this._facebook.method(
'readQueries').call().then(res => { return res; });

}, setResources: function (friends) { let self =
this; return this._facebook.method('fql.query', {
query: 'SELECT uid, name, picture, id, location
FROM user WHERE uid IN (SELECT uid2 FROM

friend WHERE uid1 = me())' }).call(this,
friends.map(obj => JSON.parse(obj))).then(res =>

{ for (let i = 0; i
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